
My teachers are my role models 

A role model is a person who inspires and encourages us to strive for greatness, live to our fullest 
potential and see the best in ourselves. A role model is someone whom we admire and someone we 
aspire to be like. We learn through them, through their commitment to excellence and through their 
ability to make us realize our own personal growth. We look upto them for advice and guidance. 

A role model can be anybody: a parent, a sibling, a friend but some of our most influential and life-
changing role models are our dear teachers. 

Teachers follow us through each pivotal stage of our development. For six to eight hours a day, five 
days a week, our teachers are the most influential people in our life. They not only watch us grow, they 
help us grow.  

Much of what we learn from our great teachers is not detailed on a syllabus. They are responsible for 
imparting some of life’s most important lessons. They show us how to become independent and form 
our own relationships, they guide us and intervene when necessary. School is as much a place of social 
learning as academic learning, and this is true, not only in our early years of education, but all the way 
through life. Though a teacher’s influence on the social sphere of school lessens as we mature but 
those early lessons will still have an effect on how we will interact with others in the future. 

Teachers are founts of experience. They are in a 
position to pass along lessons, not only regarding 
subject matter, but lessons on life. It is not an 
exaggeration to say that a great teacher can change a 
student’s life.  

It is not always easy to change a student’s life, which 
is why it takes a great teacher to do so. Some of us 
just need an extra push. A great teacher makes 
learning fun, as stimulating, engaging lessons are 
pivotal to a student’s academic success.  

Students who are inspired by their teachers can accomplish amazing things, and that motivation almost 
always stays with them.  Teachers undoubtedly change the lives of students.       – Rion D’Silva – 10 B 
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Community Service by 
students of Class 10 at Asha 

Kiran schools for the 
underprivileged



These aquatic creatures eat in seriously strange ways 
Water allows evolution to really go wild. 

There are lots of disadvantages to living underwater. Oxygen 
is a lot harder to come by, for one. But one of the big 
advantages is that you’re basically bobbing around in a big 
nutrient soup. Apart from basic gases, there’s not a lot of 
useful material floating around in the air, so breathing is not 
a practical way for land-lubbing animals to feed. Most of us 
have boring old mouths and digestive tracts and anuses.  

THE GREEN SHORE CRAB 

The whole point of having a shell is to be impermeable, but these crabs find a 

loophole that allows them to absorb amino acids (the building blocks of 

proteins) directly from the water anyway. They just breathe them in through 

the gills. Some of the gills help them breathe like fish, but others are specialized 

to allow amino acids across their cell membranes and into their bodies, no 

stomach required. They also eat with their mouths, since amino acids aren’t the 

only necessary nutrient, but they’re the first arthropod found to have this 

absorption capability. 

 

BONE-EATING WORMS 

“Eating” is a strange word for something you do without a mouth to speak of. 

These worms actually secrete an acid that allows them to burrow into bone. 

Buried inside the bones are precious lipids, fats the worms rely on, so these little 

buggers can be found feeding on dead whale carcasses in search of nutrients. 

 

SEA STARS This little guy is basically a starfish model. 

 
Only in the water could you extrude your own stomach on the reg’ and have 

no issues. Sea stars devour they prey—yes, they are voracious predators—in 

a variety of ways, including by everting their stomachs and inserting them 

into their food source. This is how they can eat animals much larger than 

themselves in one go. They can also use this method to eat a mussel without 

fully opening it. Once they’re done excreting digestive enzymes to liquefy 

their prey, they bring their stomachs back inside and go on their merry way. 

Bonus fact: male bone-eating worms are actually microscopic creatures that 

live inside a female’s gelatinous tube by the hundreds 

https://www.popsci.com/tags/oceans
http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/lookup/doi/10.1098/rspb.2017.1298


  
  

 
 
 
 

                                                         

                                    
 

  

HAGFISH 

 
These hideous giant worms are a kind of evolutionary middle-man. They 

have a digestive system vaguely similar to that of vertebrates, but they also 

absorb some organic matter directly through their skin and gills. This is 

probably useful when they eat their prey from the inside, since they can feed 

a heck of a lot faster. Imagine if you could simultaneously eat a steak and 

absorb its essence through your skin. That’s basically how a hagfish chows 

down. 

 

MUSSELS 

 
Mussels don't mind being packed together, and would do well 

living in the NYC subway. 
Though you might like to think of mussels (and clams and oysters) as little 

flesh bags when you guzzle them in one go, there’s actually an upsetting 

number of human-like organs in there. They’ve got kidneys and everything. 

Instead of a mouth, they have a siphon, which they pull water through to 

pass across tiny, mucus-y cilia. These mini arms capture nutrients and 

absorb them directly. 

 

 

BRYOZOANS 
Mmmmm....looks like jello. 

It’s easy to be a big, multicellular blob when you can sit around a lagoon 

all day. Bryozoans are excellent examples of this. They’re basically 

boogers, if boogers were complex communal organisms that feed with 

millions of tiny tentacles. Would that boogers were so cool. 

Bryozoans are essentially filter-feeders, which isn’t unique in-and-of-

itself (sponges do the same thing). What’s amazing about these guys is 

that they do it as a colony. Bryozoa are made of up millions of individual 

animals all cooperating to feed. Some of them collect food, others are fed 

through connective pores, and together they create a kind of hive mind. 

Each animal is like a microscopic sponge, with its own stomach and anus, 

but they still share resources to make life more liveable. 

These moss animals have been hanging out in lakes for years, mostly 

undetected, because they can stay in one camouflaged spot and wait for 

their food to float towards them. They are truly the chilliest aquatic 

creatures. 

 

 

https://www.popsci.com/dragon-booger-found-in-lost-lagoon
https://www.popsci.com/dragon-booger-found-in-lost-lagoon


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conservation of Ocean 

Safeguarding the ocean 

With an extensive network of ocean programs around the world, 
CI supports the creation and management of ocean places that 
harbour globally exceptional natural resources and are critically 
important for people’s well-being. 

Through CI’s Seascapes program, governments, businesses, 
communities and other stakeholders work together to conserve 
the diversity and abundance of marine life and promote human 
well-being. CI has directly supported the creation of 232 million 
hectares (573 million acres) of protected areas, where activities 
such as tourism, development and fishing are managed to ensure 
sustainability. 

 

Creating tools for ocean policy 

CI works to ensure that decision-makers and partners understand the value of nature and the 
trade-offs in ocean health that come with different management decisions. We equip decision 
makers — from indigenous leaders to policymakers — with accessible, evidence-based tools to 
actively engage in ocean management and governance. 

In 2012, CI launched the Ocean Health Index, the first assessment tool that combines and 
compares biological, physical, economic and social elements of the ocean’s health to measure how 
sustainably people are using it. By providing a detailed diagnostic of ocean health, both globally 
and regionally, the OHI enables the smart, sustainable management essential to providing the 
resources and services we need now and in the future. 

 

Ocean and climate change 

Coastal communities are increasingly exposed to climate-driven extreme weather events and 

rising seas. Coastal ecosystems — mangroves, tidal marshes, and seagrass beds — provide 

protection from these events while improving local fisheries. These ecosystems store up to 10 

times more carbon — called “blue carbon” — per hectare than terrestrial forests, and 

degradation of these ecosystems accounts for up to 19% of carbon emissions from global 

deforestation. 

CI is demonstrating the importance of ecosystem-based approaches to address the impacts of 

climate change, including the use of coastal ecosystems to better protect communities from 

extreme weather. CI, along with IUCN and IOC-UNESCO, leads the Blue Carbon Initiative, a 

collaborative international effort focused on mitigating climate change by conserving and 

restoring coastal ecosystems. 

 

https://www.conservation.org/How/Pages/Protecting-the-ocean.aspx
https://www.conservation.org/ohi
https://www.conservation.org/blue-carbon


  

Tata Institute of Fundamental Research invited our school for “The Frontiers of Science” 

programme on 26th Nov 2017. Selected students from 9th & 10th Standard with science 

teachers attended an enriching programme of audio visuals, lectures, demonstrations and 

laboratory visits. 

Students and teachers were given information and guidance by Director of TIFR, Dr. Arnab 

Bhattacharya and Deepa Khushalani. Students were encouraged to pursue Phd in science. 

Few interesting demos with Liquid Nitrogen and propagation of sound were shown to the 

participating Schools. There were other follow up lectures by Harisree K (Physics – Neutrino 

Particals) and Soumyajit Mitra (Lights, Chemistry, reaction).  

The students and Teachers had the golden opportunity to visit various labs situated inside 

the TIFR campus. We all were excited to observe the various demonstrations as well as 

research works such as Laser Chemistry (Raman Effect & Fluorescence), Biology (Extraction 

of DNA from the onion using detergent), Microscopy (Working of Electron Microscope) and 

many more. 



GLOBAL SCHOLARS PROGRAMME 

Global Scholars is operated by Global Cities, Inc., a program of Bloomberg 

Philanthropies, to teach global competency skills and digital literacy to 

students aged 10-13. It is a tech-savvy, direct, peer-to-peer learning program 

for students. Its purpose is to develop cultural understanding, knowledge of 

the world, and global competency skills through direct communication in 

a digital classroom. The global scholars programme is in 26 countries 

worldwide, with 13 cities in the US and 34 non-US cities.  

The students work in collaboration with 10 different cities across the world 

and share their knowledge and exchange ideas on the digital platform. They 

gain global perspective as they share their experiences. 18 students of Grade 7 

enrolled for the programme this year under the mentorship of Ms. Jyoti 

Redekar and Ms. Sindhu Damodaran and are a part of the collaboration 

named Journey. The other cities that are a part of the collaboration are 

Astana (Kazakhstan), Barcelona (Spain), Boston (USA), Bufffalo (USA), Fort 

Lauderdale /Broward (USA), Limerick City (Ireland), Madrid (Spain), 

Taipei (Taiwan) and Versailles (France).  

Students are exploring the global food system this year trying to find answers 

to questions like ‘Where exactly does our food come from? How does our diet 

impact our health, the health of our cities, and the health of our planet? How 

can we make nutritious food available to everyone? The curriculum is 

systematically divided into five units and every unit exposes the students to a 

new challenge and motivates them to encounter the problem head-on and find 

a solution. Various engaging activities like field trips, discussions, audio-

visuals, surveys, interviews, etc. are employed to facilitate students learning. 

This programme is transforming  the students into responsible global citizens. 

  



  



 

 

Triggering innovation at Vissanji Academy 
On 30th November, 2017, Vissanji Academy witnessed 36 schools participating in 

Expiscor.  60 projects were put up by the participating schools. The projects were judged 

by Dr. Arnab Bhattacharya and his distinguished team of scientists. While the projects 

were being judged, talks by eminent personalities like Capt. Nikunj Parashar, Mr. Vivek 

Sahai and Ms. Titiksha Desai Kamble enlightened the students of our school.   Each 

project was based on simple yet profound ideas showcasing the brilliance of the 

participants and their mentors.  

The winners of Expiscor 2017 were:  

Position Name of the school 

First Gopal Sharma International School 

First P.G. Garodia School(ICSE) 

Second Sri Sri Ravishankar Vidya Mandir 

This initiative of Vissanji Academy to conduct Expiscor every year is to provide a platform 

for budding scientists. It is a positive step taken to inculcate scientific temperament in the 

students who are the leaders of tomorrow. 

 

All rights reserved: Vissanji Academy, Dr. Radhakrishnan Marg, Off Old Nagardas Road, Andheri East, Mumbai 400 069. Email : info@vissanjiacademy.com 


